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In this paper we continue the program begun in [22], the contents of which 
are assumed to be known. The definitions and notations of [22] will be used here 
without further explanations. References are in alphabetical order in each paper, 
but they as well as the sections are numbered consecutively throughout this 
series. We study general properties of hear polynomial processes (of convolution 
type) (BLPO, BLPOC, cf. [22, l.(l)]) which are asymptotically optimal (a.o., 
cf. [22, Def. 1 .I]) on the full approximation sets (PAS) B, (cf. 122, l,(8), 3.(l); 
161). Here y may be any member of the sets G+, and @ of orders admitted (cf. 122, 
1 .(lO)]), including classical rates of approximation like no, 7 > 1, and exponential 
ones, like exp{axT}, 01 > 0, 0 < 7 < 1. The main features of a.o. approximation 
with respect to B, classes will follow from those with respect to the somewhat 
smaller classes A, (cf. [22, 3.(l)]), and these, in turn, will be obtained by reduc- 
tion to the generalized de La VallCe Poussin sums (cf. [22, 3.(19)]). The results 
on these processes in [22J provide thus an appropriate guide line to the general 
situation (cf. [22, Theorems 3.2, 3.31). 
The main topics will be the asymptotic properties of the operator norms, the 
largest possible a.o. region, and estimating the order of approximation also off, 
the a.o. region of a given BLPOC which is assumed to be a.o. on a given class 
A, or B, . 
As in [22], the a.o. region (with respect to A, or B, classes) of a BLPO {r/,> 
is the set of orders cp E @ such that (U,) is a.o. on A, , B, respectively. The 
largest possible a.o. region (with respect to A, or B, classes) is then a maximal 
set of orders v E @ such that there exists a BLPO which is a.o. on A, , B, res- 
pectively. 
It is essential to include exponential orders here. Indeed, it will turn out that 
the largest possible a.o. regions are just the &-classes (cf. [22, Def. 2.11). 
Since the “classical” orders are (essentially) contained in one &-class, the 
interesting phenomena, in particular the principal limitation of an a.o. region, 
will only enter the stage if also very fast orders like exponentials are considered. 
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More precisely, outside its a.o. region, a given process (U,) can only satisfy an 
error estimate which differs from the best possible order by a log factor (see 
Thm. 5.1). This gives a quantitative information to what extent a given process 
can approach the best possible error estimate. 
4. &-CLASSES 
First, we treat the A,-classes, mainly making use of the convolution structure 
offs S& in the following manner. Given p, + E @a (cf. [22, 1 .(IO))) consider the 
mapping L,,+,: A?~ -+ J$’ defined by 
L,flA (4 = M4/w)m) (k E &f 6 ,az,), (1) 
and, in particular, 
L m,m = I (identity); 
(1’) 
-Lf = D,f, forf E 4; L,,,f = D,‘f, forf E C,, . 
Obviously, L,,, is a bijective, linear, isometric mapping of convolution type from 
J& onto A?+ if ‘p, + E @a, and one has 
II D,f llco = II 4CL~f~llm (f EJ%), 
for an arbitrary BLPOC {U,(h)}. 
v%a.ml o L@Z.QJf = Lw,f (f E J%*, Vi E @o, i 
UT&@, L,,,,,f, x) = L,*&w?f, x)) (fe G?r), 
4.1. Asymptotic Behaviour of the Operator Norms 
The following simple result will be useful. 
(2) 
132, 3), (3) 
(4) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (a) Let q~ E @, + E @,, ~ such that go/@ is concave or 
convex and increasing for x > x0 . If the BLPOC {U,(h)} is a.o. on A,, then there 
exists a constant C E (0, co), independent of n E N andf E JZ$ , such that for k t+ y 
II U&f > - ~n.kd/lC < c II D@f II&W (n E P). 
(b) In particular, one bus 
hence 
II U&Y - T/;1,7c(n) II = @(I) (n -+ a), 
II ~?zWll = II ~%?d?d II + W) (n + CQ). 
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Proof. (a) By (l), (4) one has 
II WA f) - Lhdf lit = I! L&W~ Ld) - Khd(~,,,~>llic (f E -J@$)P 
and in view of the assumptions and Lemma 2.2 in [22] this leads to 
Noting that DmLs,mf = DJ for each f E &@ and that one clearly may assume 
llfllc > 0, we have L+J/lj D.+jI/m E A,. Since (U,(A)> is a.o. on A, , it follows 
on account of [22, Thm. 3.31, that 
II(Un(4 - ~n*?&db?f llc 
where C is independent of n and f. Inserting this into (5), assertion (a) follows. 
(b) is obtained by setting G(x) = I in (a). Since D,L,,,f = f, for f E C,, 
(cf. (I’)), this yields 
II Un(kf) - ~T?,k(?df IIC < Cllf l/c (n E w, 
which completes the proof. 
Remark 4.1. Using the following weU-known, very sharp estimate for the 
norms of the de la VallCe Poussin sums, (cf. [17]) 
m log v 
II ~?aAn) II = 2 1% * + 2 z1 ~ + 3 log 2 + y + 0 
! t 
44 + 1 I-- 
nfl I 
(n -+ a), (6) 
the proof of Thm. 3.3 in [22] may now easily be completed. Indeed, in order 
to show the remaining implication (i) 3 (ii), let (I/;z,itn)} be a.o. on A, , v E bi, 
and k cf p. By Thm. 3.3(iii) * (ii) in [22] and Prop. 4.1 (b) one then has 
I II ~n,kh) II- II ~n.lh) II I = WI (n - a>, 
and view of (6) 
n+1 
Og k(n) + 1 
= O(1) (n -+ co) 
which is true iff k(n) N Z(n), n + 03, whence the assertion follows. 
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Furthermore, one immediately obtains the following result which is typical 
for a.o. approximation with exponential orders. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let q~ E @‘, and assume that the BLPOC (U,(h)} is a.o. on A, 
and k t) 9, then 
4 
II ~n@)ll = 7 1% k(ns+ 1 n +1+ O(1) (n --f co). 
Remark 4.2. Thm. 4.1 provides thus a strict interrelation between the norms 
11 U,(h)// and the classes A, , on which {UJh)} is a.o., in terms of the “type 
infinitaire” k(x) (see question A in [22], Sec. 1). 
It is now easy to get 
THEOREM 4.2. (a) If y E O1 and the BLPO {U,} is a.o. on A, , then 
li;+Fp // U, I/ = co. 
(b) Let v E @ and {U,(h)} be a BLPOC which is a.o. on A, . The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) lim supn+m II U,(h)11 = 00, 
(ii) pl E Q1 , 
(iii) &a C Cg = {f E Cz,; f (+) E C,, for all r E N}. 
Proof. (a) Lemma 3.1 in [22] provides the existence of a BLPOC {o,(h)} 
which is a.o. on A,, such that (/ on(X)/1 < j/ U,, II , n E N. The assertion now 
follows by 2.(I), Lemma 2.1(c) (ii) 3 (i) in [22] and Thm. 4.1. Similarly asser- 
tion (b) is obtained, observing in addition that dW C Cg iff EJf] = O(n-‘), for 
all r E N, f E J$ , i.e. nr = @(p(n)) n --f cg for all r E N, which is equivalent to 
(b)(ii) (see Lemma 2.1(c) (iii)). 
Thus a.o. approximation properties for “very smooth” classes of functions 
cause a poor behaviour of the operator norms. 
Another simple effect which is typical for the “fast” orders v E @r is the 
following. There exists an f~ dV such that 
liyv II DA0 I/C = a, (7) 
(pno}nop being the sequence of elements of best approximation off. This is to 
be compared with the fact (cf. e.g. [19], p. 545), that for eachfE Cy, r E N 
Il(P,OY) IIC = W) (n--f ~0). 
(7) is shown as follows. By Thm. 3.3 in [22] and Thm. 4.1, for k +-+ p E @, , 
there is an h.~ C,, such that lim supntm I/ V~o&r j/e = co. Putting f = 
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K(p, .) * h, i.e. D,f = h (cf. [22] 3.(3)), the triangle inequality and Lemma 2.2 
in [22] admit the estimate 
which proves (7). 
4.2. Error Estimates 
In view of the preceding results it may be expected that an analog of Thm. 
3.2 in [22] holds for more general processes, i.e. that one can get sharp error 
estimates for a BLPOC {U,(A)} with respect to arbitrary &-classes, @ E @, if 
{U,(h)} is assumed to be a.o. on a class A, for at least one q~ E @. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p, + E @, such that T(x)/~.~(x) increases and is concave OY 
convex for x > x0 . If the BLPOC (U,(h)} is a.o. on A, and k t) q+ &ct $5, then 
sup II u&W - flit - 
feA+ 
(n --f co). 
In particular, there exists a constant C independent off E &@ and n E P, such that 
In view of the hypothesis, Prop. 4.1(a) assures that 
(n E P,fe&). 
(n E P). 
II u,(kf) - ~dn)fllC < C/l &film/+(n) (n E V, 
whence the assertion follows by Thm. 3.2 in [22], applied to /j Vn,r(n~f -f/lc 
(Z(n), R(n), p(n) being replaced by ii(n), z(n) and q(n), respectively). 
Remark 4.3. Evident conditions under which q, @ E @ satisfy the hypothesis 
of Prop. 4.1 and Thm. 4.3 are e.g. q(x) = (p(x))“, 0 < 01 < I, or p)/+ E @, in 
particular p/q E K, (cf. Thm. 5. I, Cor. 5.2 below). 
4.3. Largest Possible a.o. Regions 
For many particular orders $ (namely those satisfying the assumptions of 
Thm. 4.3, Remark 4.3) the log term in Thm. 4.3 immediately shows whether + 
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belongs to the a.o. region of {U,(h)} or not. Whereas there is not much hope to 
achieve essentially weaker sufficient conditions upon +, the additional assump- 
tions upon v/G (and the assumption that {U,} is of convolution type) may easily 
be dropped when considering the necessity only. This leads to a generalization 
of Thm. 3.3 in [22] and to an upper bound for the magnitude of a largest pos- 
sible a.o. region. 
THEOREM 4.4. (a) Let p, $5 E @ satisfy the hypothesis of Thm. 4.3 and let 
the BLPOC {U,(h)) be a.o. on A, . Then {U,(h)) is a.o. on A, zjCandonZy ifq E K, . 
(b) Let p, + E @. The condition 
is necessary for the existence of a BLPO {U,} which is a.o. on A, and A, simul- 
taneously. 
Proof. (a) is an immediate consequence of Def. 2.1 in [22], Thm. 4.3 and (b). 
As for (b) assume a BLPO (Un} to be a.o. on A, and A, . Lemma 3.1 in [22] 
now guarantees the existence of a BLPOC {vn(X)} which is a.o. on A, and A, . 
But then Thm. 4.1 assures 11 un(A)ll = (4/G) Iog{(n + 1)/(&n) -t 1)) + 0(l), 
where k t-t v, k”tt +, and also 11 n,(X)/1 = (4/r2) Iog{(n + 1)/(/r(n) + 1)) + e(l), 
n --+ co. This proves the assertion since 
log n+l nfl - log k(n) + 1 I I 
k(n) + 1 
L(n) + 1 = 1% yn) + 1 = O(l) (n -+ a), 
iff k(n) ,- h(n) (cf. Def. 2.1 in [22]). 
Thm. 4.4(b) gives a limitation for the magnitude of a.o. regions, namely any 
a.o. region gas to be contained in one K,-class. This extends the result in [6], [7] 
that there is no BLPO which is a.o. on Cln and A,, for some Y E P, 01 > 0 (cf. 
[22], Sec. 1). As for a.o. regions with respect to A,-classes, this limitation is 
sharp in view of Thm. 3.3 in [22]. 
5. B,-CLASSES 
In order to extend the preceding results to a.o. approximation with respect to 
the FAS B m , v E @, only the sufficiency part has to be considered, the rest being 
trivial in view of 
Remark 5.1. Since A, C BQM for a suitable constant M < 00, i.e. dV CJ?+Y~ , 
a.o. approximation behaviour of a BLPO (U,) on a FAS B, , v E @, implies the 
same behaviour with respect to A, (cf. [22], Thm. 3.1). Hence, the results of 
Sec. 4 apply as well. 
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COROLLARY 5.1. Theorems 4.1, 4.2 remain valid with A, , ~2~ replaced by 
B, , @a , respectively. In Theorem 4.4(b), the pair A, , A, may be replaced by 
A,, BG or by B, , B, . 
In particular, this answers question A in [22]. To answer question B in [22], 
largest possible a.o. regions with respect to the B,-classes have to be considered, 
instead of those with respect to the A,-classes. The limitation for the magnitude of 
these regions is the same in both cases, but it remains to prove that this is sharp 
again, i.e. that for p,, E @ there exists a BLPO {U-,> which is a.o. on B, for all 
9 E Kv, . To this end, and to establish e.g. an analog of Thm. 4.3 with -JcP, d, 
replaced by B, , B, , respectively, a sort of converse of Remark 5.1 would be 
desirable. However, for any p E @, one easily shows that 
Indeed, take e.g. 
where a, is defined as follows. Choosing IJ+, E K, such that K w v0 with k(x) 3 1 
for x > n, E N (cf. [22], Sec. 2), set 
Izj := nj-1 + [h(nj-I)]* jc N; (2) 
aj :== I/p(j); if Iii =n,, for any Y E P, 
(3) 
:= 0; otherwise. 
Obviously, the series defining f, is uniformly convergent and, associating to a 
given n > n,, an integer j such that nj < n < nj+i , equation (3) leads to 
Since, in view of the monotonicity of v and R, ?z,+~ Y- ni+i + (m - I) [k(nf+,)] 
holds for m E N, elementary estimates and Lemma 2.3(b) in [22] yield 
i.e. f, E @V . But f, $ &” , because of lim SUP~+~ p’(j) aj = I, which proves (1). 
On the other hand, the following equality holds. 
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The inclusion #& C (JO)EKP)O a,, being trivial, we show the converse under the 
additional assumption that for each g, E KY0 there is E > 0 such that n2+ = 
@(v(n)), rz - co, which is no essential restrrction for our applications. Now, if 
f e UrnEKpo 99V there is + E K@, , such that f E ~27~ hence C(l/@(n)) 3 EJf] > 
jp(rz + I)/ , implying f~ &$,a, with ~1 = 4, say. But $* E K6 = Kp, , thus (4) 
follows. 
Nevertheless, the difference S?,+\S& is big enough for the full converse of 
Remark 5.1 to fail. This is confirmed by the following example of a BLPOC 
which is a.o. on A, but not on B, . 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Given ~JJ E @, there exists a BLPOC which is saturated with 
order O( 1 /v(n)) and saturation class ~4, . 
We only sketch the proof. Let the BLPOC {U,(A”‘)} be defined by the follow- 
ing coefficients (cf. [22], l.(l)). 
P(n) := 1 - c?ti>/dn>> (1 + Yw); o< ljl <n, 
.- .- 0; Iii >n, 
g+(n) := -lj 1 
n - [k(n)] ; 0 < I j I < 11 - [k(n)], 
.- 
.- 
t l- fz-- l.il+ 1 v(n) 
- 





n [k(n)] < ) j ( < n, 
.- .- 0; Iii >n, 
where k f--) y. Using Thm. 5.2 below, it is easy to show that the sequence of 
convolution operators (Vn,le(n) + l/rp(n)},,p is saturated with the order 0( l/y(n)) 
and with the saturation class g@ . This, combined with an evident generalization 
of Prop. 12.2.4 in [3], the coefficients 0,(n) :== 1 + #j(n) turn out to define a 
sequence of multiplier operators on C,, with uniformly bounded norms, pro- 
ving the assertion. 
Note that the Riesz-means R,(v, r), given by 
f?(n) = 1 - v(j)/v(n + 1); ljl <n, 
= 0; ljl >n, (5) 
also have similar properties, but only in case 9 E @j@+ (cf. Cor. 7.1 in [5]). 
Hence a converse of Remark 5.1 can only be expected to hold in a somewhat 
weakened form. To show this and to derive analogs to Theorems 4.3, 4.4(a) 
again by means of the results concerning the A,-classes, we need the following 
special case of Theorem 1 in [8] which describes the structural relation between 
&q and B9 , v E @. Here, the K-functional for a Banach-space X and a subspace 
Y with seminorm 1 . IV is defined as usual by 
K@,f; x, y> = g$,fllf - h Ilx + t I h IYf 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let p, p*, y* E @ satisfy p,l’p* E K, and 9)*/v E K,, 
following are equivalent: 
(i) f Esa; 
(9 f E 4, and II D,,(f - pnO)llc = @(~*(n)/~(n)), (n - ~0); 
(iii) f E -%* and inLR~ II D,,(f - p)lL = @(v*(n)/F(n)). (n + ~0); 
(iv) K(llp,*(4h C,, ,44 = ~(~/dx)>, (x - ~0). 
Furthermore, (i)-(iv) imply 
69 Ii Dm4~n~)llc = ~(p,*(n)/&)), (n - ~0). 
If in addition F E Kp*, then (v) is equivalent to (i)-(iv). 
The 
Proof. Setting X = C?, , iVn = IIn , Y = s&* with seminorm ) h jY = 
II D,,h i/m , 2 = 4, with seminorm j f Ia = 11 D,,fjjm all hypotheses of Theo- 
rems 1, 2 in [7] are satisfied. In particular, the necessary Jackson- and Bernstein 
type inequalities are valid by virtue of [22, Thm. 3.1 and Lemma 2.21. 
5.1. Counterparts of Theorems 4.3, 4.4 on B, 
Without loss of generality, p E @ is again assumed to satisfy x2+f = U(~(X)), 
x ---f co, for some E > 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let p, I$ c n? satisfy p, $ E K, , and let the BLPOC {U,(A)) be 
a.o. on A, or B, . Then one has, with k tf v and & ts ++, 
(n -+ co). 
Proof, Let f E B, and {p,“} as in 4.(7). Then 
I! U,(A,f) - f llc < II u&4 f - p,“) - (f - Pn”)llc + II U72@, Pn”) - PnO Ilc 
= II + 12 , (6) 
say. Since I/+(n) 3 &[f] > /j(n + I)/ f or n E Z, there is 01 E (0, 1) such that 
II D6af Ilm < C (q(k))” If( < ~0, 
kPZ 
Hence f E &&: Clearly f - p,O E S&U for n E P and &F’ E K, for q&5 E K, . 
Now, observing that {U,(h)} is a.o. on A,, an application of Thm. 4.3 to II 
(f, $5 being replaced by f - p,O and p) yields 
4 G c 1% &+) + 1 ! 
k(n) + 1 
~- + 1) II D&f - Pno>llm/@(nN (n -+ ~9). (7) 
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Furthermore, Lemma 51(i) * (ii) assures (f, p* , q replaced by f - p,O, 
I$?+, $, respectively) 
where the constant C does not depend on f and n, as may be seen from the proof 
of Theorems 1, 2 in [8]. Since also pnO E z& , for n E IFD one has I2 < 
C jj D,p,O li&(n) from which 
12 = wm) (n+ a) 
follows by Lemma 5.1(i) = (v) (F*, v replaced by v, +). Hence 
(n -+ a). 
foB@ 
Since A$ C B, for a suitable constant 0 < /3 < cc (cf. Thm. 3.1 in [22]) the 
lower estimate follows by Thm. 4.3. 
Note that, in contrast to the classical situation (cf. [21]), the set of orders $ 
which satisfy q~/$ E K, for a given q~ E @ is essentially larger than the set of 
powers of q~ with exponent less than one, for 93 and 9 do not have to belong to 
the same &-class. 
As a counterpart to Thm. 4.4(a) one has 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let q~, @ E @, such that v/Q E K, . Let the BLOPC {U,(h)) 
be a.o. on A, or B, . {U,(h)} is also a.o. on 3, if and only $8 E K, . 
Though, in view of the preceding remarks, in general restrictions upon the 
rate of growth of + relative to g, are necessary in Thm. 5.1 and Cor. 5.2, under 
additional assumptions upon the BLPOC {U,(X)] one can achieve a stronger 
result (cf. (I), (4)). 
COROLLARY 5.3. For any v. E @ and any BLPOC {U,(h)} the following 
statements are equivalent 
(i) (U,(X)> is ~2.0. on A,for all p E KqO; 
(ii) (U,(A)> is U.O. on B, for all q~ E Kg, . 
Proof. Clearly (ii) implies (i) (cf. Remark 5.1). Assume now q~ E K@, . Since 
then v2 E Km0 the hypothesis affirms (UJh)) to be a.o. on A,* and hence on B, 
by Cor. 5.2, because of f/~, E K, . 
5.2. De la Vallee Poussin sums on B, 
Defining 
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for I = {Z(YZ)>,,~ C P as in [22, 3.(19)], one gets the following characterization of 
99 ~ , p E @, which emphasizes the role of the de la VallCe Poussin sums (cf. [22], 
Thm. 3.3). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let y E @ and k t) p. Then 
(a) Vik = gQ; 
(b) {Vn,k(n~} is a.o. on B, ;fand only ifq E K, . 
If y E @\G$ , part (a) is a simple consequence of the well-known estimate 1. (4) in 
[22], using the un;form boundednes of (V,n,k(n)} in this case, and Lemma 2.3(c) 
in [22]. But, in view of Thm. 4.1 andLemma 2.1(c) in [22] this does not work any 
longer (cf. [I 41) for v E @‘I , and the preceding results come into play. 
Proof. (a) Let F E Ua, kc) v. By Thm. 3.3(a) in [22] and Cor. 5.3, (VrL,k(x)} 
is a.o. on B, , hence k@V C 9;“. The converse is trivial. (b) Thm. 3.3(a) in [22], 
combined with Cor. 5.3 affirms { Vn,k(lz~} to be a.o. on B, for all $ E k’, . On the 
other hand, if {V, k(n~ 1s a.o. on B, , so it is on A,, which implies + E K, by 
Thm. 3 3( ) (‘) . a ‘(“)’ . [22] i => u m , or by Thm. 4.4(b). 
5.3. Question B of [22] 
Collecting the preceding results one has the following answer for question B 
in [22] which contains the results in [6, 71 concerning the classes C,T, and A, . 
COROLLARY 5.4. Denoting by C, any of the classes A, , B, , the following 
statements are equivalent for p, Q E @: 
(i) there exists a BLPOC {U,(h)) which is a.o. on C, and C+; 
(ii) + E K, . 
Proof. The existence of such a BLPOC follows by Thm. 5.2, {Vn,~tn)} with 
k * p being the desired example. The rest is just the statement of Thm. 4.4(b). 
As an example consider the Gevrey class of degree 7 < 1 (see e.g. [9]): 
Gs:= {feCs$,; Zip > 0, such that )I f (r)llc < (/~YT)+/~, r E p>. Then since 
G, =- flex7 (cf. (4), [9]), one has 
G, = i; -y;,“o 
% 
where y,,(x) = exp{x7), k,,(x) = xlmT. 
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